### ELECTRICAL UNION NEWS

#### GE Agrees to Apply Step Rate to Prices

As a result of the demand by UE that the General Electric Company submit a number of long-standing disputes to arbitration, James W. Bumsell, last week agreed to supply the company's employees with a list of step rate proposals. The year's increase was being taken at a rate of 4 cents per hour.

The company had refused to apply this new rate to employees in the Southwest region, stating that it was not in a position to increase the rate. However, the company has agreed to the application of the rate in other regions, and a formal agreement will be reached soon.

#### Find GE's 301 Ideas

The GE 301 campaign continues to make progress, with local unions across the country submitting ideas for improvements. The campaign aims to address workplace issues and improve conditions for GE employees. Local unions are encouraged to submit their ideas to their respective district councils.

---

### ELECTRICAL UNION NEWS

#### Union Plans Fight On Remuneration Action

The General Executive Board of UE is assembling in New York City this week to tackle the issue of remuneration and better working conditions. The board is expected to discuss proposals for a higher wage rate and better working hours.

#### Worker's Rights

The board is also expected to discuss the rights of workers to organize and bargain collectively without interference from management. The union seeks to ensure that workers have a voice in their workplace and can negotiate fair wages and working conditions.

---

### Board Protests GE Interference

The entire Local 301 Executive Board recently met with J. W. flour, works manager, and Leta Hale, general representative, to discuss the situation. They stressed that the company's actions were not in the best interest of the workers and called for a more transparent and inclusive approach in negotiations.

---

### County Election

Charles W. Reddick, county commissioner of elections, announced the following election results:

- **Election Date:** December 12, 1947
- **Location:** Local 301 Election Fair
- **Office:** Unspecified
- **Results:** All candidates elected as expected, with no significant issues reported.

---

### Spokes at Buffalo

Business Agent of UE Local 301, speaking at a meeting of the Buffalo Electrical Workers Union, outlined the progress made in organizing new locals and addressing workplace issues. The agent emphasized the importance of solidarity and团结 in achieving better working conditions.

---

### Section Night Tonight

There will be a Section Night party for UE members at 7:30 PM at the 301 office. Members are encouraged to attend and discuss the upcoming work at GE.
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